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MATERIAL INDEX CERTIFICATESBased on Glider. Total weight: 18.7 KG

Artifort aims for a sustainable economy in which materials are reused as much as possible in order to limit CO2-emissions. We do this by re-upholstering  

furniture, recycling waste materials, partnerships with certified suppliers and producing high-quality furniture with longevity. 

RE-UPHOLSTERY 

Artifort manufactures high-quality furniture with a long life cycle. When developing, Artifort strives for products that can be easily disassembled and  

maintained. As a result, the life cycle of our furniture can be extended by refurbishing. The re-upholstery department of Artifort focuses on re-upholstering  

and maintaining furniture in order to bear responsibility for a component within the circular economy: the reuse of products. 

REUSE WASTE MATERIALS 

Artifort manufactures order-based. Due to customized purchasing, residual materials have been kept to a minimum. The minimum residual waste that  

is generated in the foam department is returned to the supplier for recycling as insulation material. Wood residual waste is shredded and recycled.  

Residual fabrics or leather are being reused in items such as bags, key rings and mouse pads. 

The packaging is exactly tailored for each product, using a minimal amount of 

packaging material. Moreover in this way the product is optimally packed and 

well protected during transport. The carriers that collaborate with Artifort give, 

just as Artifort, high priority to durability. They aim at reducing the CO2-emmis-

sions through, among others, the use of cleaner engines (EURO VI), the effort in 

reducing fuel consumption, optimizing the loading space and optimal planning. 

The packaging material is taken back and reused as much as possible. 

Artifort strives daily to deliver perfect products, made from exceptionally 

high-quality materials. If, despite this, something goes wrong, we will  

resolve the problem professionally. Artifort furniture is guaranteed for 5 years.  

Please visit www.artifort.com to see the guarantee conditions.

Upholstery | 10%

Foam | 30% 

Steel / Stainless Steel | 49%

Wood | 11%

Other | < 1%



The Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification is  
an international certificate that ensures that wood (products)  
and paper comes from sustainably managed forests, recycled  
and controlled sources. 

The wood used in the product and the manufacturer that made  
it met the requirements of the Forest Stewardship Council. 

Several products has been tested against the NEN-EN 16139, 
meaning that their strength, sustainability credentials and stability 
have been assessed according to European requirements. 

The ISO 14001 environmental management system focuses  
specifically on controlling and improving environmental performance. 
Through this system, within Artifort structural attention is paid to 
the environment within the business processes.

 

ISO 9001 is an internationally accepted standard for quality  
management. Artifort has had a management system for many 
years, in which quality and the environment are guaranteed.  
This system is integrated into the strategic objectives of the  
company and meets the requirements of the ISO9001 quality 
management system. 

ARTIFORT QUALITY  
AND CONCERN FOR 
THE ENVIRONMENT  

Being attentive and caring for the environmental interest of future generations 

is very important for us as a family business. Artifort aims for a sustainable 

economy in which materials are reused as much as possible in order to limit 

CO2-emissions. Transparency is key. Every Artifort product has an eco product 

passport that displays the material composition with weight percentages of the 

product. Furthermore, it displays the following sustainability pillars and certifi-

cates that apply to the specific product. 

Visit www.artifort.com/sustainability for more information.

SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS 

Artifort uses as many sustainable materials as possible and have very demanding requirements.  

Examples include fabrics with EU Ecolabel or the OEKO-TEX standard 100 label, PEFC or  

FSC-certified wood, water-based stain and lacquer and powder coating instead of chrome.

CERTIFIED SUPPLIERS

Only high-quality, sustainable materials make the cut at our production facility and we only  

purchase these sustainable materials from certified suppliers. 

LOCALLY MADE PRODUCTS 

Sustainable production involves limiting CO2 emissions. Artifort produces all its furniture and  

parts in its own production locations in Schijndel, Lanaken and Bursa. 

REUSE AND RE-UPHOLSTERY 

Artifort aims for a sustainable economy in which materials are reused as much as possible in order  

to limit CO2-emissions. We do this by re-upholstering furniture, recycling waste materials and  

producing high-quality furniture with longevity. 

http://www.deprojectinrichter.com

